SPECIAL ORDER NO. 391
Series of 2007

In the interest of the service, the following POEA officials are hereby directed to attend the orientation on the "Career Executive Service Performance Evaluation System (CESPES)", to be conducted by the Career Executive Service Board (CESB), on Friday, 07 September 2007 from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Patricia Sto. Tomas Hall, POEA:

1. DEP. ADM. HANS LEO J. CACDAC
2. DEP. ADM. VIVECA C. CATALIG
3. DEP. ADM. CARMELITA S. DIMZON
4. DIR. STELLA Z. BANAWIS
5. DIR. MELCHOR B. DIZON
6. DIR. ALEJANDRO A. PADAEN
7. ATTY. ALBERTO S. ABALAYAN
8. DIR. HELEN S. BARAYUGA
9. DIR. LIBERTY T. CASCO
10. DIR. NIMFA D. DE GUZMAN
11. ATTY. ALEJANDRE T. DIAZ
12. DIR. NICANOR B. JAVIER
13. DIR. NINI A. LANTO
14. DIR. TERESITA T. LAUREL
15. DIR. MA. SALOMÉ S. MENDOZA
16. DIR. FELIXBERTA N. ROMERO
17. DIR. CANDIDA B. VISTRO

For strict compliance.

Mandaluyong City, 24 August 2007.

ROSALINDA DIMAPILIS BALDOZ
Administrator